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Abstract We discuss lepton charge asymmetries in t t̄ and
t t̄γ production at the LHC, which can be measured in the
semileptonic decay channel t t̄ → W+b W−b̄ → �+νb qq̄ ′b̄
(or the charge conjugate). Considering several variants of a
new physics scenario with a light colour octet, it is seen that
for t t̄ these asymmetries may have a sensitivity competitive
with the dilepton asymmetry already measured. For t t̄γ the
new leptonic asymmetries, as well as the t t̄ charge asymme-
try, will reach their full potential with the high luminosity
LHC upgrade. These asymmetries can pinpoint deviations at
the 3σ −4σ level for new physics scenarios where the charge
asymmetries already measured in t t̄ production agree within
1σ .

1 Introduction

Charge asymmetries in t t̄ production at hadron colliders [1]
arouse wide interest after measurements by the CDF and
D0 Collaborations of the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry
AFB in t t̄ production at the Tevatron [2,3] showed some devi-
ations from the existing standard model (SM) predictions [4].
These anomalies boosted the already extensive program to
measure the top quark properties, and in particular they pro-
vided a strong motivation for the measurement of a charge
asymmetry AC in t t̄ production at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC).

Since then, the great expectations to find new physics
effects in t t̄ production have been cut down. The agreement
of the AC measurements [5,6] with the SM predictions [7,8]
brought some disappointment. Although the LHC t t̄ charge
asymmetry is a different observable (it is a forward-central
rather than a FB asymmetry), it is somewhat correlated to
AFB in the SM and simple extensions [9,10]. It is possible
to break this correlation [11,12], to achieve a large contribu-
tion to AFB and negligible contribution to AC , but doing that
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requires some tuning of parameters. A second blow for new
physics expectations came with the updated Tevatron mea-
surements using the full dataset [13,14], which showed a bet-
ter agreement with the next-to-leading order (NLO) SM pre-
dictions, also refined with electroweak corrections [7,8,15]
and later improved to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
accuracy [16].

At present, the combined measurements of Tevatron
asymmetries [18] mostly agree with the SM predictions.
There is a noticeable trend, with the four measurements of
AFB using the full data set [13,14,19,20], as well as measure-
ments of a related single lepton asymmetry A�

FB [21–24] and
a dilepton asymmetry A��

FB [22,24] always above the SM pre-
diction, to varying degrees, see Fig. 1 (left). LHC measure-
ments at centre of mass (CM) energies of 7 TeV [5,6,25,26]
and 8 TeV [27–31]1 do not exhibit a clear trend (see the right
panel) but there is some shift towards measurements below
the SM prediction. In particular, among the naive combina-
tion of A��

C measurements at 7 TeV, the naive combination at
8 TeV, and the two AC official combinations at 7 and 8 TeV,
three of these four measurements are found below the SM.

The current status of the t t̄ asymmetries, and the possible
effect of simple new physics SM extensions, can be neatly
summarised in Fig. 2, from ref. [32]. While the deviations
are not significant, neither in the individual nor in the com-
bined measurements, one cannot help but noticing the afore-
mentioned trend, unlikely to arise from statistics alone. That
might well be due to some mismodelling of t t̄ production or,
otherwise, some more contrived form of new physics, per-
haps with different coupling to uū and dd̄ since – as it can be
clearly seen from Fig. 2 – for simple new physics extensions
the extra contributions to AFB and AC are quite correlated
and have the same sign.

1 Notice that the CMS Collaboration has performed two different mea-
surements in the semi-leptonic channel with nearly the same dataset,
using two different methods.
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Fig. 1 Summary of FB and charge asymmetry measurements, compared to the SM predictions at NLO [8] and NNLO [16,17]. Official combinations
are displayed in red
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Fig. 2 Measurements of AC and AFB, compared to the SM prediction
and predictions from simple new physics models. From ref. [32]

The search for indirect new physics effects in the produc-
tion and decay properties of the top quark continues at the
LHC. Overall, the measurements agree with the SM, with

some minor deviation in the top polarisation in the helic-
ity axis, especially at 8 TeV, with the CMS measurement
Pz = − 0.022 ± 0.058 [33] and ATLAS results, Pz =
− 0.044 ± 0.038 for top quarks and Pz = − 0.064 ± 0.040
for antiquarks [34], below the SM. Their naive combination,
assuming CP conservation, is Pz = − 0.0477± 0.0248, con-
sistent with zero at the 2σ level. In this context, one does not
expect large deviations in any other t t̄ observables as any
new physics effect that could cause them would be severely
constrained by existing measurements. But still, new observ-
ables are worth being explored as they could help identify
if there might be something interesting behind the pattern of
smallish deviations, or we are simply dealing with some mis-
modelling. It is then surprising that no single lepton charge
asymmetry has yet been measured with LHC data. In this
work we explore a laboratory frame asymmetry At�

C [35] and
a new t t̄ rest frame asymmetry A�

C , and their relation to the
already measured AC and A��

C .
The current Run 2 of the LHC will bring new opportuni-

ties with its higher statistics. The associated t t̄γ production
will provide a measurement of a charge asymmetry (also
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denoted as AC , for simplicity) that is independent from the
one in t t̄ production [36], because a hard photon emitted from
the initial state couples differently to up and down quarks.
Therefore, the ratio between possible new physics contribu-
tions from uū and dd̄ intial states is quite different in t t̄ and
t t̄γ . The charge asymmetry in t t̄W production [37] is not
suppressed by the large (and symmetric) gg → t t̄ contribu-
tion, therefore it is more sensitive to new physics effects. In
these processes, lepton asymmetries can be measured as well,
providing extra independent probes on new physics effects.
Charge asymmetries in t t̄ j have also been proposed [38,39].
In this work we focus on two single lepton asymmetries in
t t̄γ production, At�

C and A�
C , which are the analogue to the

ones defined for t t̄ production, and study their sensitivity.
Their measurement in t t̄γ does not entail any extra combi-
natorial ambiguity, as might be the case for t t̄W , and the only
significant issue with respect to t t̄ production is the need to
suppress radiative top decays with an extra photon, which can
be achieved by suitable kinematical cuts, as demonstrated in
ref. [36]. Because the measurements of these asymmetries
are limited from statistics, we provide results for the high-
luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) with 3 ab−1,
where the measurements will reach their full potential. An
estimation of the sensitivity for the LHC with 300 fb−1 can
be obtained by a simple scaling.

2 t t̄ and leptonic charge asymmetries

The t t̄ charge asymmetry measured by the ATLAS and CMS
Collaborations is defined as

AC = N (�|y| > 0) − N (�|y| < 0)

N (�|y| > 0) + N (�|y| < 0)
, (1)

with �|y| = |yt |− |yt̄ | the difference between the moduli of
the top quark and antiquark rapidities in the laboratory frame,
and N standing for the number of events. (As usual, the ẑ axis
in the laboratory frame is set in the beam direction.) The SM
NLO prediction at 7 TeV is AC = 0.0123 ± 0.0005 [8], and
the NNLO prediction at 8 TeV is AC = 0.0095+0.0005

−0.0007 [17].2

The combination of the ATLAS and CMS measurements in
the semileptonic channel gives AC = 0.005±0.007 (stat)±
0.006 (syst) at 7 TeV and AC = 0.0055 ± 0.0023 (stat) ±
0.0025 (syst) at 8 TeV [32].

The dilepton charge asymmetry measured by the ATLAS
and CMS Collaborations is

A��
C = N (�|y�| > 0) − N (�|y�| < 0)

N (�|y�| > 0) + N (�|y�| < 0)
, (2)

2 This NNLO prediction uses the non-expanded denominator, as
recently advocated. The prediction with expanded denominator is
slightly larger, AC = 0.0097+0.0002

−0.0003. When available, we use SM pre-
dictions with non-expanded denominators.

with �|y�| = |y�+| − |y�−|. The SM predictions at NLO
are A��

C = 0.0070 ± 0.0003 at 7 TeV and A��
C = 0.0064 ±

0.0003 at 8 TeV [8]. Unlike the t t̄ asymmetry, A��
C can only

be measured in the dilepton decay channel (which is obvious
from its definition). The naive combination of the results in
Fig. 1 gives A��

C = 0.013 ± 0.010 at 7 TeV and A��
C =

0.0057 ± 0.0044 at 8 TeV.
A laboratory frame single lepton asymmetry has been

defined for the t t̄ semileptonic decay channel in ref. [35],

At�
C = N (�|ytl | > 0) − N (�|ytl | < 0)

N (�|ytl | > 0) + N (�|ytl | < 0)
, (3)

with �|ytl | = q�

(|y�| − |yth |
)
, q� = ±1 the charge of the

lepton and th the top (anti-)quark decaying hadronically. A
single lepton asymmetry in the t t̄ rest frame can be defined
as

A�
C = N (q�crs cos θ > 0) − N (q�crs cos θ < 0)

N (q�crs cos θ > 0) + N (q�crs cos θ < 0)
, (4)

with θ the polar angle of the charged lepton in the t t̄ rest
frame, and

crs = sign �r · �s (5)

an additional ±1 factor introduced to break the symmetry
in the pp initial state, with �r the three-momentum of the t t̄
pair in the laboratory frame and �s = ẑ.3 The advantage of
the asymmetry (3) is that its definition involves laboratory
frame observables, therefore a reconstruction of the t t̄ rest
frame, with its associated uncertainties, is not necessary. The
advantage of the asymmetry (4) is its larger value, especially
for some new physics benchmarks for which At�

C departs very
little from the SM prediction.

In the t t̄γ process the same definition for the charge asym-
metry AC has been proposed [36]. However, in order to
achieve a good sensitivity to new physics contributions in
the production, one has to design a suitable fiducial region
where top radiative decays, i.e. t t̄ production with a pho-
ton radiated from one of the top (anti-)quark decay products,
is suppressed. This point has been verified for the semilep-
tonic channel (see section 4). The charge asymmetry in t t̄γ
arises at the tree level, and has a SM value AC = −0.033 for
the fiducial region used where radiative top decays are sup-
pressed. Likewise, the same definition as for t t̄ can be used
for the single lepton asymmetries, but with the replacement
of �r by the three-momentum of t t̄γ in the definition of A�

C .4

Their tree-level values are At�
C = −0.028, A�

C = −0.022.
A dilepton asymmetry can also be defined for t t̄γ pro-

duction, but its measurement faces two difficulties. First, the

3 The ẑ axis is set along the beam, in either (fixed) direction.
4 Alternatively the three-momentum of t t̄ can be used, leading to an
asymmetry that is slightly smaller.
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Table 1 Summary of SM
predictions and experimental
measurements used to constrain
the parameter space of the light
colour octet

Tevatron Measurement LHC 8 TeV Measurement
prediction prediction

σ 7.35+0.2
−0.24 pb 7.60 ± 0.41 pb Pz 0 −0.0477 ± 0.0248

AFB 0.095 ± 0.007 0.128 ± 0.025 C 0.318 ± 0.003 0.284 ± 0.063

A�
FB 0.038 ± 0.003 0.073 ± 0.02

A��
FB 0.048 ± 0.004 0.108 ± 0.046

lack of sufficient statistics: even at the HL-LHC, the statisti-
cal uncertainty for a measurement in the dilepton channel will
be around ± 0.006. (For comparison, the total uncertainty of
the AC measurement in t t̄ at 8 TeV is ± 0.0042.) Moreover,
the definition of a suitable fiducial region where radiative
top decays are suppressed requires the reconstruction of the
momenta of the top quark and anti-quark, which is more dif-
ficult due to the two missing neutrinos, and will likely intro-
duce additional uncertainties in the measurement, even if the
charged lepton momenta are taken in the laboratory frame.
For these two reasons, we do not expect this measurement to
be competitive, and will omit a detailed analysis here.

3 Predictions for t t̄

We examine the potential of the new single lepton asymme-
tries by using as new physics benchmark a light colour octet
below the t t̄ threshold [40] with mass M = 250 GeV and
large width � = 0.2M . This setup can evade constraints from
other searches if its main decays are into new states [41,42]
but, in any case, it is only used here for illustration of the
potential deviations it produces in the several asymmetries.
The relevant interaction Lagrangian is

L = −
[
ūγ μ λa

2 (guV + γ5g
u
A)u + d̄γ μ λa

2

(gdV + γ5g
d
A)d + t̄γ μ λa

2 (gtV + γ5g
t
A)t

]
Ga

μ , (6)

in standard notation. The various constraints from t t̄ observ-
ables on the parameter space of a light octet with this mass
and width were analysed in full detail in ref. [43]. Here we
only include the most relevant constraints, namely

• the total cross section σ at the Tevatron [44], as well as
the Tevatron asymmetries AFB, A�

FB and A��
FB;

• the top quark polarisation Pz and the spin correlation
coefficient C in the helicity basis [33,34] at the LHC
with 8 TeV.

We require agreement within 2σ for these observables and
study the allowed range for the new physics contributions to
LHC asymmetries �AC , �A��

C , �At�
C and �A�

C . (Since SM

predictions are not available for the single lepton asymme-
tries, for consistency we always present our results in terms
of the new physics contributions.) We collect the SM predic-
tions [8,16,45,46] and experimental measurements used in
Table 1.

It has been shown [47] that the Tevatron t t̄ asymmetry
AFB, the lepton asymmetries A�

FB, A��
FB, and the top polari-

sation, are in general independent observables. In the bench-
mark model considered, their relation is somewhat dependent
on the chirality of the colour octet coupling to the light quarks
and the top quark. The same happens for LHC observables.
For this reason, we will select nine representative bench-
marks corresponding to light quarks with right-handed (R),
left-handed (L) and axial (A) coupling to the octet (we take
the same chirality for u and d, for simplicity) and top quarks
with R, L and A coupling to the octet. (For some of these
chirality combinations a complicated model building may be
required to obtain the corresponding couplings, as for exam-
ple the left-handed u and d quarks have the same coupling
to a colour octet SU(2)L singlet; however, this is not the
goal of this phenomenological study.) For each of the chiral-
ity combinations we obtain the analytical dependence of the
observables on the products gugt and gdgt by calculating
the observables for selected values of these products, using
Protos [48]. We then perform a fine scan over the parameter
space to obtain our predictions. The couplings in the allowed
regions are of order unity, for the mass M = 250 GeV used.

Our results for the lepton and t t̄ asymmetries at the LHC
are presented in Fig. 3, for the nine chirality combinations,
with a CM energy of 8 TeV. The vertical band represents the
AC measurement and its 1σ uncertainty, with the SM con-
tribution subtracted. In each panel, the top plot corresponds
to �A��

C , with analogous definition, the middle plot to �At�
C

and the lower plot to �A�
C . The horizontal band for A��

C rep-
resents the naive combination of measurements in Fig. 1 and
its uncertainty, whereas for the single lepton asymmetries
the band represents an estimation of the experimental uncer-
tainty, taken equal to the current uncertainty in AC . In the two
latter cases, and for the rest of observables that have not yet
been measured, the centre of the estimated uncertainty band
is set at zero. In the brown regions the requirement that Pz lies
within 2σ of its experimental value (which is already almost
2σ from the SM prediction) is dropped. The regions coloured
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Fig. 3 Allowed range for the new physics contributions to A��
C , At�

C and A�
C , versus the new physics contributions to AC , for the nine chirality

benchmarks considered. The coloured regions include the constraint from Pz , while the gray regions do not. The CM energy is 8 TeV

in red, blue and green include that constraint. With this dis-
tinction, we can learn how the constraints would change if the
agreement of Pz with the SM prediction were better or, con-
versely, we can learn which type of new physics would pro-
vide a better overall agreement with all measurements. For
example, for left-handed coupling to light quarks (qL , middle
panels) the agreement with the Pz measurement results in a
larger departure from the central values of AC and A��

C . On
the other hand, qRtL and qRtA contributions provide a better
fit for all LHC measurements.

From the comparison of the allowed regions for A��
C , At�

C
and A�

C versus AC we observe that A��
C and A�

C are quite cor-
related or, in other words, they do not provide independent
information. This fact does not render the measurement of
A�
C useless, as (i) the precision in this single lepton asymme-

try might be better; (ii) overconstraining the parameter space
with independent measurements is quite useful when seek-
ing for indirect hints of new physics. At�

C also follows the
same pattern as A�

C and A��
C in most cases, except for qRtL

and qAtL couplings, where it deviates very little from the SM
prediction, while the other leptonic asymmetries do. This is
quite expected, as this asymmetry is equivalent to AC but
substituting the rapidity of either the top quark or antiquark
by the rapidity of the corresponding charged lepton produced
in the semileptonic decay.

4 Predictions for t t̄γ

Calculations for t t̄γ are computationally very demanding,
so we restrict ourselves to a few selected benchmark points.
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Fig. 4 Allowed range for the
new physics contributions to At�

C
and A�

C in t t̄γ , versus the new
physics contributions to AC in
t t̄γ , for selected benchmark
points corresponding to the the
nine chirality combinations
considered. The CM energy is
14 TeV
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Our interest here is to answer the question whether given
the constraints imposed on the observables in Table 1, plus
good agreement with the measurements of AC and A��

C , at
the 1σ level, it would still be possible to obtain significant
departures in t t̄γ asymmetries.

We perform our calculations with MadGraph5 [49],
implementing the Lagrangian (6) in Feynrules [50] and
interfaced toMadGraph5 using the universal Feynrules out-
put [51]. Following ref. [36], we use the following set of
kinematical cuts to suppress radiative top decay:
• one lepton (electron or muon) with transverse momentum

pT > 20 GeV and pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5;
• missing transverse momentum /pT > 20 GeV;
• four quarks with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 4.5;
• one photon with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5;
• lego-plot distance �R(�, γ ) > 1.0, �R(�, j) > 0.4,

�R(γ, q) > 0.7, �R(γ, b) > 0.5 �R( j, j) > 0.4,
where j denotes a light quark q or a b quark;

• veto radiative W decays: m( j jγ ) > 90 GeV,
mT (�γ ; /pT ) > 90 GeV, where m( j jγ ) is the invariant
mass of the j jγ system and mT (�γ ; /pT ) is the cluster
transverse mass defined as

m2
T (�γ ; /pT ) =

(√
p2
T (�γ ) + m2(�γ ) + /pT

)2

−
(

�pT (�γ ) + �/pT
)2

,

with analogous definitions for particles other than the
photon and the charged lepton;

• veto radiative top decays: reject events satisfying either
of the following conditions:

1. mT (b1,2�γ ; /pT ) < mt +20 GeV andmt −20 GeV <

m(b2,1 j j) < mt + 20 GeV;
2. mT (b1,2�; /pT ) < mt + 20 GeV and mt − 20 GeV <

m(b2,1 j jγ ) < mt + 20 GeV,

where b1, b2 = b, b̄, and b1 �= b2;
• consistency with radiative top production: either

1. mT (b1�; /pT) < mt + 20 GeV and mt − 20 GeV <

m(b2 j j) < mt + 20 GeV; or
2. mT (b2�; /pT) < mt + 20 GeV and mt − 20 GeV <

m(b1 j j) < mt + 20 GeV.

The cross section for the semileptonic channel is of 81.5 fb
at a CM energy of 14 TeV, after the cuts given above. With
a luminosity of 3 ab−1, and assuming a lepton triggering
efficiency ∼ 70%, photon identification efficiency ∼ 85%,
and b tagging efficiency ∼ 70%, this results in a statisti-
cal uncertainty of ± 0.0027. For the systematic uncertainty
we can conservatively take a value twice larger than the one
achieved in the 8 TeV measurement of AC in t t̄ , that is,
± 0.005, resulting in a combined uncertainty of ± 0.0057,
which we take as estimation for all the asymmetry measure-
ments in the semileptonic decay channel. The samples gen-
erated for each benchmark point (as well as the SM) have
5 × 105 events, and the Monte Carlo uncertainty in the cal-
culation of these asymmetries is ± 0.001.

Our results are presented in Fig. 4, for �At�
C versus �AC

(top) and �A�
C versus �AC (bottom). As before, the hori-

zontal and vertical bands represent the estimated uncertainty
of the asymmetry measurements. In agreement with earlier
results [36], the departures in the t t̄ asymmetry could be sig-
nificant, up to the 3.8σ level. For the lepton asymmetries
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introduced in this work the deviations are also important, up
to 3.2σ in At�

C and 2σ in A�
C . These results highlight the com-

plementarity and potential of the asymmetry measurements
in t t̄γ .

5 Discussion

Independently of the possible anomalies in t t̄ production at
the Tevatron, t t̄γ production at the LHC offers a new window
to test the top quark properties (see also ref. [52]). The com-
plementarity between AC in t t̄ and t t̄γ to probe the presence
of new physics contributions was already highlighted in ref.
[36]. In this work we have revisited the potential of the AC

measurement in t t̄γ , with an estimation for the HL-LHC, and
obtained new estimations for the lepton asymmetries At�

C and
A�
C in this process.
At the LHC run 2 with 13 TeV, these measurements are

already very interesting. The t t̄γ cross section in the fiducial
region considered in the previous section is slightly smaller
than at 14 TeV, 68 fb for the semileptonic decay channel. With
the efficiency factors assumed, one expects a statistical uncer-
tainty of ± 0.0095 and a total uncertainty around ± 0.011 in
the measurements. Therefore, the potential deviations of the
t t̄γ asymmetries in the benchmark points considered are up
to 2σ in AC and 1.6σ in At�

C . This is already remarkable,
since for our estimations we have selected benchmark points
that have 1σ agreement with the current very precise mea-
surements of AC and A��

C in t t̄ production. The full potential
of the t t̄γ measurements will be reached at the HL-LHC,
with potential deviations up to 3.8σ in AC and 3.2σ , 2σ in
At�
C and A�

C , respectively.
Single lepton asymmetries in t t̄ production are interesting

as well. They can be measured at the current 13 TeV run, but
for better comparison with existing measurements we have
given results for 8 TeV. We have found that the predictions
for A�

C and the dilepton asymmetry A��
C are quite correlated

for the colour octet model considered, and less so for At�
C ,

but their measurement is quite useful in any case, as (i) their
experimental precision might be better; (ii) they are mea-
sured in a statistically independent sample, the semileptonic
t t̄ decay channel. Therefore, it might be worthwhile revisiting
8 TeV data to provide a measurement of these observables.
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